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Bucks Serial Number Generator v2.5
Website: Unknown
Price: Freeware

Ever want a personalized serial number?    Getting sick of using other peoples serial number 
and getting stuck seeing thier name on the startup screen every time you launch the 
program?    Well, lets just make our own serial number and personalize it to ourselfs.    Sound 
to good to be true?    Well its not, its real.    Bucks Serial Number Generator.
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In this screen you can see the icons to pick the program that you want to generate a serial 
number for.    
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This is the preference screen.    It lets you set a default name for every plug in you choose in 
the main screen so you dont have to type in your name every time.    It also alows you to 
show the splash screen at startup so you can listen to Buck Rogers theme song.    

Whats that save passwords for protected plugins thingie?    Well because of the secret and 
underground nature of this program some of the programs are password protected.    You will
need to know someone in the underground macintosh scene or hack it yourself to get the 
password.    This isnt because the hackers are being jerks.    Its just because some companies
have access to this stuff to and will change thier serial numbers as soon as they find this 
Bucks Serial Number Generator or any other serial number list.

Personally I love to use this program to create my own serial numbers for a few programs 
that are so expensive I would never buy.    This is one of the most high quality application I 
have seen in the hacking community.    I wonder what we will see next from Buck Rogers, this
guy never fails to amaze me in the great concepts and applications he makes.    Great job, 
Buck.
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GOOD NEWS:    Awesome tool for serial numbers, many plugins, great interface.
BAD NEWS:    Very underground, can be hard to find.


